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Abstract. The content directly taken from pre-published sources is called
plagiarized text. Plagiarism is considered to be a major challenge in contemporary research manuscripts. It is very easy to use internet as a source of
information. There is a need to ﬁnd suitable technique, so as to ﬁnd similarity
between two documents. Though there are several methods for text comparison,
yet this paper is primary focused on Levenshtein’s edit distance. It is a string
metric, which is an effective technique for comparing text documents and for
calculating efforts required to transforms one document to another. An effort has
been made to improve the performance of Levenshtein’s edit distance algorithm
by eliminating stop words while calculating transformation effort.
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1 Introduction
Plagiarism is deﬁned as the use of another’s thoughts, literature, and information, when
done without proper citation of the original source. Plagiarism for the text documents
occurs in different ways. Plagiarized text may be copied from one-to-one passages may
be modiﬁed to a larger or reduced extent or text may be interpreted [15]. Data Comparison relates to the methods of calculating differences and similarities so to replace
the strings and data objects. The objects that are compared usually program code,
algorithms, computer ﬁles, text versions, or complex data structures [16].
To detect plagiarism in software presents some problems due to the nature of
programming. The reasons for similarity between the programs can be categorized in
different categories, one of which is plagiarism. Similarities including metric, textual,
features in depth and some recommendations are made for measures of syntax and
semantics, program execution, input-output, shared information, program dependency
graph similarity [3, 4].
There are two most probable features used to compare documents are: importing
one single ﬁle for online plagiarism check, or matching two ﬁle for a comparative
check. It follows the following steps:
Step1. The text is exported from the ﬁle with ignorance of images and other
diagrams.
Step 2. The text is divided into n –grams or sets of words.
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Step 3. Each group is searched by the software.
Step 4. The search engine results are stored and loaded on pages.
Step 5. The page is parsed when the website has been loaded to extract the text
from the HTML code.
Step 6. The string is explored inside the mined text.
Step 7. If a matching sentence has been found, the input text is added to the source
list and the next Sentence is starting to be analyzed.
Step 8. If the sentence has not been found, another website is loaded until results
were analyzed. The two algorithms used for the detection of Text is Levenshtein’s Edit
distance method [5, 13].

2 Levenshtein’s Edit Distance
The Levenshtein’s distance between two documents is deﬁned as the minimum number
of edit operations required to transform one text document into the other. The following
edit operations are used by Levenshtein’s edit distance algorithm to modify one document to another:
• Insertion
• Deletion
• Substitution
Example: Levenshtein’s edit Distance between different strings:
right ! ﬁght (substitution of ‘f’ for ‘r’)
book ! books (insert operation is performed at the end ‘s’)
The Levenshtein’s edit Distance between given strings depends on three basic
operations to replace one string to another.
The results of Levenshtein’s distance is based on the perception that if a matrix
holds the edit distance between all preﬁxes of the ﬁrst string and all the preﬁxes of the
second, Thus ﬁnd the distance between the two full strings as the last value calculated
[6, 10].
The algorithm:
Step 1: Initialization
I.
II.
III.
IV.

Set a is the length of document 1 say d1, set b is length of document 2 say d2.
Create a matrix that consists 0 – b rows and 0 – a columns.
Initialize the ﬁrst row from 0 to a.
Initialize the ﬁrst column from 0 to b.

Step2: Processing
I. Observe the value of d2 (i from 1 to a).
II. Observe the value of d1 (j from 1 to b).
III. If the value at d2[i] is equals to value at d1[j], the cost becomes 0.
IV. If the value at d2[i] does not equal d1[j], the cost becomes 1.
V. Set block of matrix M[d1, d2] of the matrix equal to the minimum of:
i. the block immediately above add 1: M [d2–1, d1]
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ii. the block immediately to the left add 1: M [d2, d1–1] +1.
iii. The block is diagonally above and to the left adds the cost: M [d2–1, d1–
1] + cost.
Step 2 is repeated till the distance M[a, b] value is found.
Step 3: Result [1, 5].
2.1

Computing Techniques

• Dis(i,j) = score of best alignment from d11..d1i to d21…..d2j
• Dis (i–1, j–1) + d (d1i, d2j) //copy Dis (i–1, j) + 1 //insert
• Dis (i, j–1) + 1 //delete
Cost depend upon following factors:
• Dis (0, 0) = 0 cost // if both strings are same
• Dis (i, 0) = dis (i–1, 0) +1 = 0 // if source string is empty
• Dis (0, j) = dis (0, j–1) +1 = 0 // if target string is empty [6, 7].

3 Modiﬁed Levenshtein’s Edit Distance Algorithm
Levenshtein’s edit distance algorithm can be modiﬁed by removing the stop words. The
words such as also, is, am, are, they, them, their, was, were etc. are ignored by search
engine during processing are called stop words [4, 8].
Most search engines are programmed to eliminate such words while indexing or
retrieving as the outcome of search query. Stop words are considered inappropriate for
searching purposes because they occur commonly in the language for which the
indexing engine has been tuned [4]. These words are dropped in order to save both time
and space at the time of searching in the text documents. The words which are often
used are is, am, are, they, them, also, the, of, and, to, in which are insigniﬁcant in IR
and text mining. Stop words are removed to reduce due to following reasons:
•
•
•
•

Each documents approximately consists 20–25% stop words.
Efﬁciency of document is improved by removing the stop words.
Stop words are not useful for searching or text mining
To reduce indexing [9].

4 Performance Analysis
Levenshtein’s edit Distance is not considered as an absolute value. If the ﬁrst string is
‘Race’ and the second string is ‘spaces’, it’s very unlikely that one of them is misspelled.
However, if the ﬁrst string is ‘I have a pet’ and the second string is ‘I have a cat’, the
second string is probably misspelled. But in both cases, the Levenshtein’s Distance is 2.
The ﬁrst value means that 2/3 of the characters are different, the second value tells us that
the difference is little. Another method to calculate Levenshtein’s edit distance algorithm
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is matrix method. The Levenshtein’s Edit Distance algorithm calculates the minimum
edit operations that are needed to modify one document to obtain second document.
A matrix is initialized measuring in the (m, n)-cell the Levenshtein’s distance between
the m-character preﬁx of one with the n-preﬁx of the other word [12, 13].
The following example will determine the use of Matrix method. Let the ﬁrst string
is PEON and second string is SPEND the minimum path is selected by comparing at
each stage. The calculation process of the Levenshtein’s distance between two strings
of different length is based on the number of operations to transform ﬁrst string to
another and the edit distance between the substrings X1m = x1x2…xn and Ymn = y1
y2…yn is calculated as follows:
• Disðm,nÞ ¼ DisðX1m; Y1nÞ
 Disðm,nÞ ¼ minfDisðm  1; nÞ þ 1; Disðm; n  1Þ þ 1; Disðm  1; n  1Þ þ Costg
With 0 if X m  1 ¼ Yn  1
1 else
and the initializations are: Dðm; £Þ ¼ m and Dð£; nÞ ¼ n, where £ represents the
empty string [11].
In this way, we calculate the Levenshtein’s distance between two strings is shown
in lower right most block in Fig. 1 [13]. In above example there are different ways to
replace “PEON” with “SPEND”, but the minimum cost path is taken by this method is
shown with arrows. The experimental details of Levenshtein’s Edit distance in terms of
space and time is follows. The inputs given in two Documents and number of words
after removing stop words are calculated in all the documents by using Levenshtein’s
Edit distance formula is shown in Fig. 2. The time taken to calculate Levenshtein’s
distance with Stop words is shown in Fig. 3. The calculated time and cost represented
in separately in view of easy understanding of graphs. The time taken to compare
documents is calculated in milliseconds and later be converted into asymptomatic time
by applying on some other algorithms.
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Fig. 1. Edit distance between two strings

• D(m,n) = score of best alignment from s1..si to tm…….tn.
Here 51 Text length of Document A and B means the document size. The document
size means it contains the deﬁned number of words. The experiment is done by taking
different document size from 50–1000.
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Text Length of
Document A

Text Length of
Document B

Document A
after
removing stop words

Document B
after
removing stop words
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Fig. 2. Text length of Document A and B with and without using stop words
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Fig. 3. Time taken to calculate Levenshtein’s distance after removing stop words

The time taken to calculate Levenshtein’s distance with Stop words is represented
in Fig. 3. The Time taken to calculate Levenshtein’s distance after removing Stop
words is shown in Fig. 4.
The length of Document A and the length of same document after removing the
stop words is shown in Fig. 5. Where case A1 represents the complete text length of
Document A and case A2 represents the length of Document A after removing the stop
words.
Similarly, in Fig. 6. case, B1 represents the complete text length of Document B
and case B2 represents the length of Document B after removing the stop words. Of the
Levenshtein’s distance between the words “PEON” and “SPEND”, the distance is three
as shown in Fig. 1.
The matrix completes the blocks from the top most corner of left to the lower right
corner. Each move vertically or horizontally corresponds to insertion or a deletion and
substitution respectively. Each operation is initially set to costs.
1. The diagonal move costs one, if the two characters in the row and do not match and
one if they do. The cost is locally minimizes by each block.
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Fig. 4. Time taken to calculate Levenshtein’s distance after removing stop words

• case TW1 represent the time with stop words and TWO represents the time
taken to calculate Levenshtein’s distance without stop words.
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Fig. 7. Time taken to calculate Levenshtein’s distance with stop words
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Fig. 8. Time taken to calculate Levenshtein’s distance without stop words
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The time taken to calculate Levenshtein’s edit distance with Stop words is shown in
Fig. 7. where Case A1 represents the complete text length of Document A and case B1
represents the complete text length of Document B. The case TW1 is the time taken by
algorithm to compare the lengths of Document A and Document B.
The Fig. 8. represents the comparison of Documents after removing the Stop
words. Case A2 signiﬁes the length of Document A after removing the stop words, case
B2 represents the length of Document B after removing the stop words and The ﬁnal
comparison of the times taken by Levenshtein’s in different documents with and
without stop words. In Fig. 9. case TW1 is time taken to calculate Levenshtein’s
distance with stop words and case TWO is time taken to calculate edit distance after
removing the stop words in the text Documents.
The cost calculated by Levenshtein’s Algorithm of two dissimilar documents is
shown in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 9. Time taken to calculate before and after removing stopwords
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Fig. 10. Cost to replace one document to another
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5 Conclusion
The documents with different text length 50, 100, 200, 400, 800 is taken to calculate
the Levenshtein edit distance and the time need to compare both documents by using
Levenshtein edit distance algorithm. This is observed that each document consists 20–
30% stop words, which are not useful for any calculation. Therefore, it is observed that
if 20% stop words are removed from any text document, 50% time can be reduced to
calculate the Levenshtein’s edit distance. The Comparison of time with stop words and
after removing stop words from the documents of different text length is shown in
Fig. 9.
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